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Summary and conclusions
®ǝŏƸǭĪƣŧÿŲģŊÿƫŤŲżǝŲƸŊŏŲĜÿƠŏƸÿŧŏƫÿƸŏżŲƣǀŧĪƫłżƣŰżƣĪƸŊÿŲڌڎǣĪÿƣƫ¼ŊĪŃżÿŧżłƸŊĪƫĪƣǀŧĪƫ
ŏƫŲżƸżŲŧǣƸżƠƣżŊŏěŏƸěÿƫĪĪƣżƫŏżŲÿŲģƠƣżǿƸƫŊŏǽƸŏŲŃěǀƸÿŧƫżƸżƠƣżƸĪĜƸƸŊĪĪĜżŲżŰŏĜģżǀěŧĪ
taxation in case of equity investments. One consequence of such ratio legis is that these rules
ģżŲżƸżŲŧǣŧŏŰŏƸŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸƠÿǣŰĪŲƸƫ܉ěǀƸÿƣĪĜŧÿƫƫŏǿĜÿƸŏżŲÿƠƠŧŏĪƫÿƫĪǢĜĪƫƫŏǜĪŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸƫÿƣĪ
considered to be dividends for tax purposes (i.e. for corporate income tax, individual income
tax and withholding tax purposes). Interestingly, the calculation of the excessive interest
payments follows an asset/debt ratio as a safe haven for the taxpayer. This means that if the
ƸÿǢƠÿǣĪƣĜÿŲƠƣżǜĪƸŊÿƸŏƸƫǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃƫƸƣǀĜƸǀƣĪŏƫŏŲĜżŰƠŧŏÿŲĜĪǝŏƸŊƠǀěŧŏƫŊĪģÿƫƫĪƸܕģĪěƸ
ratios, excessive interest payments do in general not occur. One problem of the Swiss practice
which is highlighted in the report is that the asset/debt ratios are not in line with the legal
wording of the Swiss thin capitalisation rules. The relevant articles would require a functional
ÿŲÿŧǣƫŏƫżłÿǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃŏŲƫƸƣǀŰĪŲƸÿƫƸŊĪŧÿǝƣĪƢǀŏƣĪƫƸŊÿƸÿƣĪĜŧÿƫƫŏǿĜÿƸŏżŲŏƫżŲŧǣƠżƫƫŏěŧĪ
if a debt instrument is considered to be equity from a substance over form perspective.
However, the current practice is protected by case law of the Swiss Federal Supreme Court
and it has been approved that the asset/debt ratios are in line with the law. Nevertheless, the
authors see a need to change either the current practice or the current wording of the law in
order to achieve compliance.
Interest limitations rules such as those proposed in Action 4 of the BEPS project or
contained in the ATAD have not been intensively discussed in Switzerland and as far as it
can be observed there is no intention by the legislator to change the current rules and to
implement a rule in line with these international developments. Moreover, the current laws
ģżŲżƸĜżŲƸÿŏŲƫƠĪĜŏǿĜƣǀŧĪƫÿģģƣĪƫƫŏŲŃƠżƸĪŲƸŏÿŧģżǀěŧĪƸÿǢÿƸŏżŲģǀĪƸżƸŊĪÿƠƠŧŏĜÿƸŏżŲżł
interest limitation rules in the jurisdiction of the borrower.

Part One: General rules on interest deductibility
1.1. General overview

Interests are in general deductible in Switzerland at the level of the borrower if the borrower
is either a corporate entity or if the loan is allocated to the business of an individual. If a loan
is part of the private wealth of an individual, i.e. not related to his or her business activities,
interest deductions are limited to the income from movable and immovable assets plus CHF
1
2

ĪƣƸŏǿĪģƸÿǢĪǢƠĪƣƸ܉ÿƸƸżƣŲĪǣܫÿƸܫŧÿǝ܉£ÿƣƸŲĪƣÿƸ£ƣÿŃĪƣ'ƣĪŏłǀƫƫG܉ðǀƣŏĜŊ
ĪƣƸŏǿĪģƸÿǢĪǢƠĪƣƸ ܉żǀŲƫĪŧÿƸàÿŧģĪƣàǣƫƫhƸģ܉hĪĜƸǀƣĪƣÃŲŏǜĪƣƫŏƸǣżłðǀƣŏĜŊ
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50’000.3 The focus of the present branch report should, however, be on the corporate income
tax treatment of interests.
The calculation of the corporate income tax base in general follows accounting law
(principle of determinance or authoritative principle; Massgeblichkeitsprinzip).4 Interests are
considered to be business expenses for accounting purposes and are, therefore, deductible
for corporate income tax purposes. Interest deduction applies in all circumstances be it on
ƠƣżǿƸܫƠÿƣƸŏĜŏƠÿƸŏŲŃŧżÿŲƫ܉ƫǀěżƣģŏŲÿƸĪģŧżÿŲƫżƣĜżŲǜĪƣƸŏěŧĪŧżÿŲƫ5 Moreover, interests-inŤŏŲģǝżǀŧģÿŧƫżěĪÿģĪģǀĜƸŏěŧĪĪǢƠĪŲƫĪSƸŏƫŏŲŃĪŲĪƣÿŧŲżƸģŏƫƠǀƸĪģǝŊĪƸŊĪƣŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸƫÿƣĪ
business expenses; the crucial question is, however, to what extent interest payments are
considered to be excessive.
Moreover, it does not matter whether the recipient is a domestic or a foreign corporation.
It does also not depend on the tax status of the recipient, i.e. whether the recipient is an
żƣģŏŲÿƣǣƸÿǢĪģĜżŰƠÿŲǣżƣǝŊĪƸŊĪƣŊĪÿƠƠŧŏĪƫÿƫƠĪĜŏǿĜƸÿǢƣĪŃŏŰĪ/ǜĪŲŏłƸŊĪƣĪĜŏƠŏĪŲƸŏƫ
not taxed on the interests received, the Swiss borrower has access to the interest deduction.6
®żŰĪłǀƣƸŊĪƣƠÿƣƸŏĜǀŧÿƣŏƸŏĪƫƫŊżǀŧģěĪŊŏŃŊŧŏŃŊƸĪģÿƫŏŲƸƣżģǀĜƸżƣǣƣĪŰÿƣŤƫ܈FŏƣƫƸżłÿŧŧ܉
ÿģĪģǀĜƸŏżŲÿŧƫżÿƠƠŧŏĪƫŏłƸŊĪƣĪÿƣĪƸŏŰŏŲŃģŏǳłĪƣĪŲĜĪƫFżƣŏŲƫƸÿŲĜĪ܉ŏŲ®ǝŏƸǭĪƣŧÿŲģÿĜĜƣǀĪģ
interests are deductible even though these interests are not yet included in the tax base in
ƸŊĪšǀƣŏƫģŏĜƸŏżŲżłƸŊĪŧĪŲģĪƣ¼ŊĪƣĪłżƣĪ܉ÿŲģƸŊŏƫŏƫƸŊĪƫĪĜżŲģŏŰƠżƣƸÿŲƸƣĪŰÿƣŤ܉ƸŊĪƣĪÿƣĪ
ŲżŧŏŲŤŏŲŃƣǀŧĪƫŏŲƠŧÿĜĪÿƠƠŧǣŏŲŃÿƸƸŊĪŧĪǜĪŧżłƸŊĪěżƣƣżǝĪƣSŲƸĪƣĪƫƸƫÿƣĪģĪģǀĜƸŏěŧĪĪǜĪŲ
if they are not included in the tax base of the lender in the receiving state. Switzerland has
ÿŧƫżŲżƸŏŲƸĪŲģĪģƸżŏŰƠŧĪŰĪŲƸŧŏŲŤŏŲŃƣǀŧĪƫģŏƫÿŧŧżǝŏŲŃģĪģǀĜƸŏżŲƫ¼Ŋŏƣģŧǣ܉łżŧŧżǝŏŲŃƸŊĪ
ƠƣŏŲĜŏƠŧĪżłģĪƸĪƣŰŏŲÿŲĜĪ܉ƸŊĪŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸƫŊÿǜĪƸżěĪƣĪǵŧĪĜƸĪģŏŲƸŊĪƠƣżǿƸÿŲģŧżƫƫƫƸÿƸĪŰĪŲƸ
Therefore, a mere deduction for tax purposes is not possible in Switzerland.7
' ڎڍĪǿŲŏƸŏżŲżłܶŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸܷ
1.2.1. In general

¼ŊĪƣĪŏƫŲżģĪƸÿŏŧĪģģĪǿŲŏƸŏżŲżłƸŊĪƸĪƣŰŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸłżƣ®ǝŏƫƫŏŲĜżŰĪÿŲģĜżƣƠżƣÿƸĪŏŲĜżŰĪ
purposes. However, at least for corporate income purposes the distinction between interest
and dividend payments is rather straight-forward. Interest payments are based on a loan
agreement (i.e. a civil law contract) whereas dividends are paid on a corporate right (i.e. a
right created by a corporate decision).8 Corporate rights are, inter alia, shares, participation
ƣŏŃŊƸƫÿŲģšżǀŏƫƫÿŲĜĪƣŏŃŊƸƫܶܠGĪŲǀƫƫĜŊĪŏŲĪܷ¼ܡŊĪģŏƫƸŏŲĜƸŏżŲŏƫ܉ƸŊĪƣĪłżƣĪ܉ÿłżƣŰÿŧżŲĪܔ

3

4
5

6
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8
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Art. 33 (1) (a) Federal Act on Direct Federal Tax (FDTA), Art. 9 (2) (a) Federal Act on the Harmonisation of Direct
Cantonal and Communal Taxes (FHTA).
Art. 58 FDTA, art. 24 FHTA.
See already Th. Meister, Tax Treatment of Hybrid Financial Instruments in Cross-Border Transactions, Cahiers de
ģƣżŏƸǿƫĜÿŧŏŲƸĪƣŲÿƸŏżŲÿŧ܉ڍڌڌڎƠڏڍڒĪƸƫĪƢFżƣłǀƣƸŊĪƣģĪƸÿŏŧƫÿěżǀƸƸŊĪģŏƫƸŏŲĜƸŏżŲěĪƸǝĪĪŲģĪěƸÿŲģĪƢǀŏƸǣ
from a tax perspective P. Hongler, Hybride Finanzierungsinstrumente im nationalen und internationalen
Steuerrecht der Schweiz, Zurich 2012, p. 51 et seq.
NżǝĪǜĪƣ܉ƫƸƣǀĜƸǀƣĪƫŧĪÿģŏŲŃƸżÿģĪģǀĜƸŏżŲܕŲżŏŲĜŧǀƫŏżŲƣĪƫǀŧƸǝżǀŧģŰżƣĪŧŏŤĪŧǣěĪĜŊÿŧŧĪŲŃĪģěǣƸŊĪÿƠƠŧŏĜÿƸŏżŲ
of the Swiss GAAR.
See, however, s. 1.2.3.
For further details see P. Hongler, Hybride Finanzierungsinstrumente im nationalen und internationalen
Steuerrecht der Schweiz, Zurich 2012, p. 51 et seq.
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at least for corporate income tax purposes no substance over form analysis applies.9 This
means that even interest payments on mandatory convertible bonds, on convertible bonds,
on contingent convertible bonds, i.e. on bonds with several equity features, are deductible for
ĜżƣƠżƣÿƸĪŏŲĜżŰĪƸÿǢƠǀƣƠżƫĪƫ¼ŊĪƣĪłżƣĪ܉ĪǜĪŲŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸƠÿǣŰĪŲƸƫżŲǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃŏŲƫƸƣǀŰĪŲƸƫ
close to equity from a substance over form perspective, are deductible.
1.2.2. Bifurcation approach

For income tax and withholding tax purposes, a substance over form distinction is made
concerning the treatment of income from structured products.10 This means that the income
łƣżŰƫƸƣǀĜƸǀƣĪģƠƣżģǀĜƸƫŏƫƫƠŧŏƸŏŲƸżÿŲŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸĜżŰƠżŲĪŲƸܠŏĪÿŰÿƣŤĪƸƣÿƸĪܡÿŲģĜÿƠŏƸÿŧ
gains component. Switzerland applies, therefore, a bifurcation approach. In other words,
and to be more precise, on certain structured products, the coupon payment to the investor
is split into an interest component subject to income tax and a capital gain component tax
łƣĪĪłżƣƠƣŏǜÿƸĪŏŲǜĪƫƸżƣƫ¼ŊĪƸÿǢÿěŧĪŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸĜżŰƠżŲĪŲƸŏƫÿŰÿƣŤĪƸŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸƣÿƸĪ܉ŏĪĪŏƸŊĪƣ
the Swap rate or Libor rate (the latter for terms of less than 12 months) in the currency of
ƸŊĪƫƸƣǀĜƸǀƣĪģƠƣżģǀĜƸƫŏŲģŏĜÿƸĪģÿŧƣĪÿģǣƫǀĜŊÿŲŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸģĪǿŲŏƸŏżŲŏƫŰÿŏŲŧǣƣĪŧÿƸĪģƸż
ƫƸƣǀĜƸǀƣĪģƠƣżģǀĜƸƫǝŊŏĜŊģżŲżƸŊÿǜĪƸŊĪŃżÿŧƸżƫǀěƫƸÿŲƸŏÿŧŧǣǿŲÿŲĜĪƸŊĪŏƫƫǀĪƣ11 Therefore,
ƫǀĜŊÿěŏłǀƣĜÿƸŏżŲÿƠƠƣżÿĜŊŏŲŃĪŲĪƣÿŧģżĪƫŲżƸÿƠƠŧǣǝŏƸŊƣĪƫƠĪĜƸƸżƸƣÿģŏƸŏżŲÿŧǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃ
ŏŲƫƸƣǀŰĪŲƸƫNżǝĪǜĪƣ܉ŏƸŊÿƫÿŧƫżěĪĪŲÿƠƠŧŏĪģŏŲÿłĪǝĜÿƫĪƫżłĜĪƣƸÿŏŲǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃŏŲƫƸƣǀŰĪŲƸƫ
such as mandatory convertible bonds or contingent convertible bonds.12 In these cases the
ŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸƠÿǣŰĪŲƸƫĜżǀŧģÿŧƫżěĪƫƠŧŏƸŏŲƸżÿƸÿǢÿěŧĪŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸĜżŰƠżŲĪŲƸܠŏĪÿŰÿƣŤĪƸƣÿƸĪܡÿŲģ
a tax-free capital gain component. However, such a bifurcation approach can only be applied
by issuers having a single A rating. Therefore, in case the issuer has no rating such as an SME or
ÿŧżǝĪƣƣÿƸŏŲŃƸŊÿŲƫŏŲŃŧĪ܉ƸŊĪĪŲƸŏƣĪƠÿǣŰĪŲƸŏƫƢǀÿŧŏǿĪģÿƫÿŲŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸSŰƠżƣƸÿŲƸŧǣ܉ƫǀĜŊ
a bifurcation approach also applies for withholding tax purposes, for example if the issuer is a
Swiss entity, the coupon payments on these structured products can be split into an interest
component subject to withholding tax and a withholding tax free capital gain component.
In conclusion, in case the bifurcation approach applies, the term interest is understood with
ƣĪłĪƣĪŲĜĪƸżŰÿƣŤĪƸƣÿƸĪƫ
1.2.3. ¼ƣĪÿƸǣģĪǾŲŏƸŏżŲ

¦ĪŧÿƸĪģƸżƸŊĪģżŰĪƫƸŏĜģĪǿŲŏƸŏżŲżłŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸƫŏƫƸŊĪƢǀĪƫƸŏżŲżłǝŊÿƸŏƫÿŲŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸłżƣƸƣĪÿƸǣ
ƠǀƣƠżƫĪƫSŲƠÿƣƸŏĜǀŧÿƣƸŊĪģŏǳłĪƣĪŲĜĪěĪƸǝĪĪŲƸŊĪģżŰĪƫƸŏĜǀŲģĪƣƫƸÿŲģŏŲŃżłŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸƫÿŲģ
the understanding according to article 11 (3) OECD MC or the relevant tax treaties signed
by Switzerland, is of relevance. However, Swiss courts are in general reluctant to apply
autonomous treaty interpretations. The same is true for tax authorities. It seems, therefore,
9
10

11

12

See, however, the bifurcation approach applicable for income tax purposes outlined in s. 1.2.2.
See SFTA Circular Letter No. 15, Taxation of Bonds, Derivative Financial Instrument for Federal Direct Tax,
Withholding Tax and Stamp Duty Purposes, 3 October 2017.
The funds raised from the sale of structured products are in general used to hedge the underlying and not to
invest these funds into the operating business of the issuer.
See e.g. the Contingent Convertible Notes issued by Credit Suisse Group AG (https://www.credit-suisse.com/
media/assets/corporate/docs/about-us/investor-relations/regulatory-disclosures/t1-ch0352765157.pdf).
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that the Swiss authorities assume to qualify an income as an interest for treaty purpose,
i.e. applying article 11 of the respective double tax treaty, if it is an interest for domestic tax
purposes.13 Therefore, courts and tax authorities would apply the same understanding of the
term interest both for domestic tax law purposes and for the application of article 11 of the
OECD MC and the respective treaty provision. There is however no explicit case law available
ƣĪŃÿƣģŏŲŃƸŊĪģŏǳłĪƣĪŲĜĪƫěĪƸǝĪĪŲƸŊĪģżŰĪƫƸŏĜǀŲģĪƣƫƸÿŲģŏŲŃżłŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸƫÿŲģƸŊĪƸƣĪÿƸǣ
ģĪǿŲŏƸŏżŲ14
1.2.4. Deemed interest payments

As will be outlined in the following, there are guidelines available regarding the applicable
arm’s length interest rate (so-called safe haven rules). These rules regarding the interest
deductibility have not changed following the BEPS Action 4 report. However, as part of the
corporate tax reform III an introduction of a notional interest deduction was discussed and
ƠƣżƠżƫĪģ¼ŊĪǿŲÿŧǜĪƣƫŏżŲżłƸŊĪƣĪłżƣŰÿĜƸĜżŲƸÿŏŲƫŏŲÿƣƸŏĜŧĪڑڎÿbis FHTA a provision granting
the Cantons the right to introduce a deemed interest deduction. However, such deemed
interest deduction is only granted on the excessive equity and it may enable a reduction of
ƸŊĪĪǳłĪĜƸŏǜĪƸÿǢƣÿƸĪƫƸżÿŧĪǜĪŧŲżƸŧżǝĪƣƸŊÿŲބڑڏڍrżƣĪżǜĪƣ܉ƸŊĪ®ǝŏƫƫǿŲÿŲĜĪěƣÿŲĜŊ
regime allowed certain deemed interest deductions. Such regime has been challenged by
ƸŊĪ/ 'ÿƫěĪŏŲŃŊÿƣŰłǀŧ'ǀĪƸżŏŲƸĪƣŲÿƸŏżŲÿŧƠƣĪƫƫǀƣĪ܉ƸŊĪ®ǝŏƫƫǿŲÿŲĜĪěƣÿŲĜŊƣĪŃŏŰĪ
ǝŏŧŧŧŏŤĪŧǣěĪÿěżŧŏƫŊĪģěǣڍdÿŲǀÿƣǣڌڎڌڎ

2. Review of anti-avoidance regime before the BEPS Action 4 report
2.1. Limitations that re-characterise interest as non-deductible distributions
2.1.1. Overview

®ǝŏƸǭĪƣŧÿŲģŊÿƫŲżƫƠĪĜŏǿĜÿŲƸŏܫÿǜżŏģÿŲĜĪƸÿǢÿĜƸNżǝĪǜĪƣ®܉ǝŏƸǭĪƣŧÿŲģŤŲżǝƫÿŲǀŲǝƣŏƸƸĪŲ
GAAR which was developed by the Swiss Federal Supreme Court as a judicial practice in
the 1930s.15rżƣĪżǜĪƣ܉ƸŊĪƣĪÿƣĪÿłĪǝǝƣŏƸƸĪŲƫƠĪĜŏǿĜÿŲƸŏܫÿǜżŏģÿŲĜĪƣǀŧĪƫ¦®ܠƫܡƸŊÿƸ
ÿƠƠŧǣƸżģĪǿŲĪģłÿĜƸƠÿƸƸĪƣŲƫ16 One SAAR, which will be the focus of the following analysis,
ƣĪƫƸƣŏĜƸƫƸŊĪŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸģĪģǀĜƸŏěŏŧŏƸǣŏŲǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃƫŏƸǀÿƸŏżŲƫǝŏƸŊƣĪŧÿƸĪģƠÿƣƸŏĪƫܠƫżĜÿŧŧĪģ
thin capitalisation rules). The following sections outline the main elements of these thin
capitalisation rules and its related tax practice.

13
14

15

16
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See e.g. M. Weidmann, in: Kommentar zum internationalen Steuerrecht, Basel 2015, art. 11 § 3 et seq.
See for a detailed review of the term interest in double tax treaties of Switzerland P. Hongler, Hybride
Finanzierungsinstrumente im nationalen und internationalen Steuerrecht der Schweiz, Zurich 2012, p. 252 et
seq.
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BÖHI & HONGLER
For the following analysis it is crucial to understand that the tax treatment of debt and
ĪƢǀŏƸǣ܉ÿƫŏŲŰżƫƸżƸŊĪƣƫƸÿƸĪƫ܉ģŏǳłĪƣƫŏŲǜÿƣŏżǀƫÿƫƠĪĜƸƫŏŲ®ǝŏƸǭĪƣŧÿŲģ'ĪěƸǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃ
ƫĪĪŰƫŏŲŃĪŲĪƣÿŧƸżěĪŰżƣĪěĪŲĪǿĜŏÿŧƸŊÿŲĪƢǀŏƸǣǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃģǀĪƸżǜÿƣŏżǀƫƣĪÿƫżŲƫ܉ěĪŏŲŃ
the economic double taxation of equity funding through corporate income- and individual
income taxes as well as through individual wealth- and the corporate capital taxes. The latter
is a tax on the net equity of a corporation.17 In addition, the injection of equity as capital
is in general subject to the one-time stamp duty (1%)18 and dividends are subject to the
withholding tax (35%).19 In contrast, the interest expense on debt funding is generally a tax
deductible expense.20 Furthermore, neither a capital tax on debt capital nor the one-time
stamp duty (1%) on the injection of debt is levied. Finally, interest expenses are generally
ŲżƸƫǀěšĪĜƸƸżǝŏƸŊŊżŧģŏŲŃƸÿǢ܉ǀŲŧĪƫƫƸŊĪǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃǝżǀŧģƢǀÿŧŏłǣÿƫěżŲģżƣģĪěĪŲƸǀƣĪ21
In conclusion and as in other states there are good tax reasons for debt funding of a Swiss
company instead of an equity funding. It is, therefore, not surprising that Switzerland has
introduced rules limiting interest payments. These thin capitalisation rules are the focus of
the following sections.
2.1.2. The Swiss thin capitalisation rules

The Swiss concept of thin capitalisation has at least three fundamental goals: (i) securing
the mentioned economic double taxation which includes the prevention of misusing the
ǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃłƣĪĪģżŰ܉ÿŲģܠŏŏܡĪƢǀÿŧƸƣĪÿƸŰĪŲƸżłÿŧŧƠƣżǿƸÿěŧĪĪŲƸŏƸŏĪƫÿŲģܠŏŏŏܡƸŊĪŧŏŰŏƸÿƸŏżŲżł
ěÿƫĪĪƣżƫŏżŲÿŲģƠƣżǿƸƫŊŏǽƸŏŲŃƸŊƣżǀŃŊŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸģĪģǀĜƸŏżŲƫŏŲĜƣżƫƫܫěżƣģĪƣżƣŏŲƸĪƣĜÿŲƸżŲÿŧ
circumstances. The wording of the respective provision is the following:
ܶ¼ŊĪƸÿǢÿěŧĪŏŲĜżŰĪżłĜżƣƠżƣÿƸŏżŲƫÿŲģĜżżƠĪƣÿƸŏǜĪƫŏŲĜŧǀģĪƫƸŊżƫĪƠÿƣƸƫżłŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸƫ
żŲģĪěƸǝŊŏĜŊěĪŧżŲŃƸżģĪěƸĜÿƠŏƸÿŧěǀƸŊÿǜĪƸŊĪĪĜżŲżŰŏĜƫǀěƫƸÿŲĜĪżłĪƢǀŏƸǣĜÿƠŏƸÿŧܶ
The legal base is found in article 65 FDTA for federal corporate income tax purposes as well
as in article 24 (1) (c) in conjunction with article 29a FHTA for cantonal corporate income tax
and cantonal equity capital tax purposes. The FHTA aims at harmonising corporate income
tax laws at a cantonal level at least with respect to the calculation of the tax base.22 Moreover,
with very few adaptions, such a provision is also found in all cantonal income tax laws. These
mentioned articles entered into force on 1 January 1998 and were essentially not amended
since then. In the following we will outline the practice of the tax authorities concerning the
application of the thin capitalisation rules.
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See art. 29 FHTA.
See art. 5 Stamp Duty Act (SDA).
See art. 4 Withholding Tax Act (WTA).
See art. 58 (1) FDFT, art. 24 (1) FHTA.
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See art. 129 of the Federal Constitution.
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2.1.3. SFTA’s safe haven approach

In order to achieve legal certainty, the Swiss Federal Tax Administration (SFTA) has
published safe haven rules protecting the tax payer from the application of the Swiss thin
capitalisation rules. The goal of such practice is to calculate the maximum amount of debt
to be obtained from related parties and the interest capacity of a company. In order to do
so, as a starting point, the balance sheet of each tax payer is decisive. Already in June 1997,
even before the legal base entered into force, the SFTA issued a Circular Letter No. 6 (Circular
hĪƸƸĪƣܡړڕڕڍܕڒłżƣƸŊĪƠǀƣƠżƫĪżłƫƠĪĜŏǿĜÿƸŏżŲ܉ģĪŧŏŰŏƸÿƸŏżŲŏƫƫǀĪƫÿŲģǀŲŏǿĜÿƸŏżŲżłƸŊĪ
Swiss wide practice around the thin capitalisation issue as it comes to Federal Corporate
Taxes assessed by the Cantons. The Circular Letter 6/1997 should give an indication to the
ƸÿǢƠÿǣĪƣżłƸŊĪÿǜĪƣÿŃĪģĪěƸĜÿƠŏƸÿŧÿǜÿŏŧÿěŧĪżŲƸŊĪܶłƣĪĪǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃŰÿƣŤĪƸܷ23 In order to
ģżƫż܉ŏƸĜżŲƸÿŏŲƫĜĪƣƸÿŏŲÿƫƫĪƸܕģĪěƸƣÿƸŏżƫ¼ŊĪŧŏŲŤƸżƸŊĪÿƫƫĪƸƫŏŲƸŊĪěÿŧÿŲĜĪƫŊĪĪƸƫŊżǀŧģ
be a helpful method for the taxpayer and the tax administration to determine the usual
amount of debt funds receivable from third parties. Therefore, the tax payer and the tax
ÿģŰŏŲŏƫƸƣÿƸŏżŲƫŊżǀŧģěĪÿěŧĪƸżĪǜÿŧǀÿƸĪŏŲÿǿƣƫƸƫƸĪƠǝŊĪƸŊĪƣÿģĪƸÿŏŧĪģĪǢÿŰŏŲÿƸŏżŲ
of the substance of a debt investment is necessary or the debt funding is in line with the
safe haven rules.
ĜĜżƣģŏŲŃƸżƸŊĪ ŏƣĜǀŧÿƣhĪƸƸĪƣړڕڕڍܕڒƸŊĪŰÿǢŏŰǀŰģĪěƸÿŧŧżǝĪģܸłżƣǿŲÿŲĜĪĜżŰƠÿŲŏĪƫܹ
ŏƫړܕڒżłƸŊĪƸżƸÿŧÿƫƫĪƸƫܠłÿŏƣŰÿƣŤĪƸǜÿŧǀĪܡ24 For other companies, the maximum debt allowed
ŏƫģĪǿŲĪģłżƣĜĪƣƸÿŏŲƸǣƠĪƫżłÿƫƫĪƸƫܠÿŧƫżǜÿŧǀĪģÿƸƸŊĪŏƣłÿŏƣŰÿƣŤĪƸǜÿŧǀĪƫܡÿƫłżŧŧżǝƫ܈25
– cash: 100%;
– accounts receivable: 85%;
– inventory: 85%;
– other current assets: 85%;
– bonds in CHF: 90%;
– bonds in foreign currency: 80%;
– quoted shares: 60%;
– non-quoted shares: 50%;
– investments in subsidiaries: 70%;
– loans: 85%;
– furniture and equipment: 50%;
– property, plant (commercially used): 70%;
– other real estate: 80%; and
– intellectual property rights: 70%.
The debt ratio to the types of assets that are not on the aforementioned list must be
ŏģĪŲƸŏǿĪģěǣŰĪÿŲƫżłÿģĪěƸĜÿƠÿĜŏƸǣÿŲÿŧǣƫŏƫ26 and/or otherwise agreed upon with the tax
administration.27 The Circular Letter 6/1997 is an administrative regulation and therefore
in general binding for assessment authorities.28 As long as the relevant taxpayer is acting
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See Circular Letter 6/1997, p. 2.
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But not binding for the Swiss Supreme Court, see BGer 15 January 2018 (2C_443/2017), E. 4.4.
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ǝŏƸŊŏŲƸŊżƫĪܶƫÿłĪŊÿǜĪŲܷܫƣǀŧĪƫ܉ƸŊĪƸÿǢƠÿǣĪƣŏƫŲżƸÿǳłĪĜƸĪģěǣÿƸÿǢÿģšǀƫƸŰĪŲƸ29 The safe
haven approach is in general highly recognised as a reasonable solution and it is also widely
applied by most Cantons.30
ßĪƣǣłĪǝ ÿŲƸżŲƫŊÿǜĪƠǀěŧŏƫŊĪģģŏǳłĪƣĪŲƸƫÿłĪŊÿǜĪŲƣǀŧĪƫ܈
– SŲܸÿƫĪŧܫhÿŲģƫĜŊÿǽƸܹƣĪÿŧĪƫƸÿƸĪĜżŰƠÿŲŏĪƫŊÿǜĪÿģĪěƸĜÿƠÿĜŏƸǣżł܉ބڌڔÿŲģżƸŊĪƣ
industries may apply a debt capacity of max. 5/6 of assets;
– SŲܸ®ĜŊÿǳǵŊÿǀƫĪŲܹƸŊĪģĪěƸĜÿƠÿĜŏƸǣŏƫƫĪƸÿƸބڑڔżłƸŊĪłÿŏƣŰÿƣŤĪƸǜÿŧǀĪżłÿƫƫĪƸƫܔ
– In ‘Ticino’ real estate companies require at least 20% equity;
– SŲܸGƣŏƫżŲƫܹƸŊĪģĪěƸĜÿƠÿĜŏƸǣŏƫƫĪƸÿƸބڌڔżłƸŊĪłÿŏƣŰÿƣŤĪƸǜÿŧǀĪżłÿƫƫĪƸƫܔ
– And in ‚Zug‘ real estate companies have a debt capacity of 80% and the companies in
other industries have a debt capacity of 6/7 of assets.
SłżŲĪÿƠƠŧŏĪƫƸŊĪ®F¼ƫÿłĪŊÿǜĪŲÿƠƠƣżÿĜŊŏŲģĪƸĪƣŰŏŲŏŲŃƸŊĪģĪěƸĜÿƠÿĜŏƸǣ܉ƸŊĪěĪŲĜŊŰÿƣŤ
is against the assets. It is undisputed that the underlying value of the assets should be their
łÿŏƣŰÿƣŤĪƸǜÿŧǀĪ31 However, Swiss accounting law is governed by the principle of prudence
ÿŲģƸŊĪǜÿŧǀĪƫÿƣĪŲżƣŰÿŧŧǣģĪǜŏÿƸŏŲŃłƣżŰƸŊĪܠŊŏŃŊĪƣܡłÿŏƣŰÿƣŤĪƸǜÿŧǀĪƫ®żŏƸŏƫǀƠƸżƸŊĪ
ƸÿǢƠÿǣĪƣƸżģĪŰżŲƫƸƣÿƸĪƸŊĪłÿŏƣŰÿƣŤĪƸǜÿŧǀĪżłƸŊĪÿƫƫĪƸƫ܉ĪŏƸŊĪƣěǣŰĪÿŲƫżłÿěÿŧÿŲĜĪ
sheet that is governed by other accounting rules that follow a ‘true and fair’ view approach
(e.g. US GAAP, IFRS), or by means of a valuation report from an independent appraisal.32 If
the company runs the accounts in other currencies than Swiss francs, the functional currency
shall apply for the thin capitalisation determination.33
2.1.4. Determination of relevant thin capitalisation (debt and interest capacity)

The mentioned asset/debt ratios, however, do not yet indicate what the maximum interest
capacity of a tax payer is. In this respective, the following examination catalogue is decisive
for the determination of thinly capitalised companies:34
1. Determination of the relevant debt capital without consideration of various special
ƫŏƸǀÿƸŏżŲƫܠƫǀĜŊÿƫ܈ǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃżłĪǢƸƣÿżƣģŏŲÿƣǣěǀƫŏŲĪƫƫƸƣÿŲƫÿĜƸŏżŲƫ܉ŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸłƣĪĪģĪěƸ
capital, taxed hidden reserves);
 ڎSģĪŲƸŏǿĜÿƸŏżŲżłŊÿƣŰłǀŧŧĪŲģĪƣƫěĪĜÿǀƫĪżŲŧǣģĪěƸĜÿƠŏƸÿŧǝŊŏĜŊŏƫģŏƣĪĜƸŧǣżƣŏŲģŏƣĪĜƸŧǣ
from related parties can be relevant; and
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®ĪĪ£ƣǆŧŏƫÿǀĪƣܕr'ŏĪƸƫĜŊŏ܉fżŰŰĪŲƸÿƣǭǀŰǀŲģĪƫŃĪƫĪƸǭǆěĪƣģŏĪģŏƣĪŤƸĪǀŲģĪƫƫƸĪǀĪƣ܉ÿƫĪŧ܉ړڍڌڎÿƣƸڑڒ
§ 58.
®ĪĪżǜĪƣǜŏĪǝŏŲ¦ƇŊŏ'܉ÿƫǜĪƣģĪĜŤƸĪ/ŏŃĪŲŤÿƠŏƸÿŧŏŰ®ƸĪǀĪƣƣĪĜŊƸ܉Ơڑڒڎ
See Circular Letter 6/1997, page 2; various Swiss Supreme Court decisions (the latest being BGer 20 April 2017
܉ܡڑڍڌڎܕڑڍڔܫڐڍڔܗ ڎܠĜżŲƫܔܡڐړƫĪĪǝŏƸŊłǀƣƸŊĪƣƣĪłĪƣĪŲĜĪƫ¦ƇŊŏ'܉ÿƫǜĪƣģĪĜŤƸĪ/ŏŃĪŲŤÿƠŏƸÿŧŏŰ®ƸĪǀĪƣƣĪĜŊƸ܉Ơ
ܔڍڑڎ£ƣǆŧŏƫÿǀĪƣܕr'ŏĪƸƫĜŊŏ܉fżŰŰĪŲƸÿƣǭǀŰǀŲģĪƫŃĪƫĪƸǭǆěĪƣģŏĪģŏƣĪŤƸĪǀŲģĪƫƫƸĪǀĪƣ܉ÿƫĪŧ܉ړڍڌڎÿƣƸڑڒ
§ 55.
®ĪĪ¦ƇŊŏ'܉ÿƫǜĪƣģĪĜŤƸĪ/ŏŃĪŲŤÿƠŏƸÿŧŏŰ®ƸĪǀĪƣƣĪĜŊƸ܉ƠړڑڎĪƸƫĪƢ
See BGer 30 September 2015 (2C_560-561/2014), cons. 3.4.
®ĪĪŰżƣĪģĪƸÿŏŧƫŏŲ¦ƇŊŏ'܉ÿƫǜĪƣģĪĜŤƸĪ/ŏŃĪŲŤÿƠŏƸÿŧŏŰ®ƸĪǀĪƣƣĪĜŊƸ܉ƠړڎڎĪƸƫĪƢܔƫŏŰŏŧÿƣƫƸĪƠƫÿĜĜżƣģŏŲŃƸż
£ƣǆŧŏƫÿǀĪƣܕr'ŏĪƸƫĜŊŏ܉fżŰŰĪŲƸÿƣǭǀŰǀŲģĪƫŃĪƫĪƸǭǆěĪƣģŏĪģŏƣĪŤƸĪǀŲģĪƫƫƸĪǀĪƣ܉ÿƫĪŧ܉ړڍڌڎÿƣƸڎڐޢڑڒ
et seq.
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 ڏĪŲĜŊŰÿƣŤŏŲŃ żł ƸŊĪ ǿŲÿŲĜŏÿŧ ƫƸƣǀĜƸǀƣĪ ÿŲģ ģĪƸĪƣŰŏŲÿƸŏżŲ żł ƸŊĪ ŰÿǢŏŰǀŰ ģĪěƸ
ĜÿƠÿĜŏƸǣ܉ĪŏƸŊĪƣÿĜĜżƣģŏŲŃƸżƸŊĪ ŏƣĜǀŧÿƣhĪƸƸĪƣܶܠړڕڕڍܕڒƫÿłĪŊÿǜĪŲܷܫÿƠƠƣżÿĜŊܡżƣǝŏƸŊ
economically common procedures.35
On an annual basis the SFTA publishes safe haven interest rates that apply to related party
ǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃǝŊŏĜŊÿƣĪƸŊĪŲƣĪŧĪǜÿŲƸƸżĜÿŧĜǀŧÿƸĪƸŊĪŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸĜÿƠÿĜŏƸǣ36 It is up to the tax payer
to prove that deviating interest rates on shareholder loans are at arm’s length.
This leads to the following situations: In case the Swiss company pays arm’s length
interests on the recognised debt portion then the tax deductibility of the exceeding interest
expense, paid on the thinly capitalised debt, will not be granted.37 In case the Swiss company
pays interest rates on the recognised debt that exceed the arm’s length principle then the tax
deductibility of the sum of recognised debt times arm’s length interest rates will be granted,
but not the exceeding interest expense even if partially paid on the recognised debt.38 In
case the Swiss company pays interest rates below arm’s length then the sum of the arm’s
length interest rates times the recognised debt is considered as the maximum amount tax
ģĪģǀĜƸŏěŧĪŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸĪǢƠĪŲƫĪ܉ŏĪƸŊĪŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸĜÿƠÿĜŏƸǣ żƣƠżƣÿƸĪƸÿǢÿģšǀƫƸŰĪŲƸƫłżƣƸŊŏƫŤŏŲģ
żłģĪĪŰĪģģŏǜŏģĪŲģƫÿƣĪżŲÿƠĪƣŰÿŲĪŲƸěÿƫŏƫÿŲģģżŲżƸŏŰƠÿĜƸżŲƸŊĪǿŲÿŲĜŏÿŧÿĜĜżǀŲƸƫ܉
but are adjustments in the tax assessment only.39
2.1.5. ĪŲĜŊŰÿƣŤŏŲŃżłƸŊĪǾŲÿŲĜŏÿŧƫƸƣǀĜƸǀƣĪ

SŲĪĜżŲżŰŏĜƫƸŊĪƣĪŏƫŲżƸÿƫŏŲŃŧĪĜżƣƣĪĜƸƠĪƣĜĪŲƸÿŃĪżłƸŊĪŧĪǜĪŧżłÿģĪƢǀÿƸĪģĪěƸǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃ
of companies in general. An optimal capital structure applicable to all companies can
economically not be derived, neither empirically nor theoretically.40 A review whether or not
ŧżÿŲƫÿƣĪÿƸÿƣŰܹƫŧĪŲŃƸŊŰÿǣěĪǀŲģĪƣƫƸżżģÿƫÿŧŏŲŤƸżƸŊĪǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃŰÿƣŤĪƸ܉ǝŊŏĜŊŰĪÿŲƫ
ƸŊÿƸƸŊĪŰÿƣŤĪƸĜżŲłżƣŰŏƸǣżłƸŊĪƣĪƫƠĪĜƸŏǜĪŧżÿŲǝŏŧŧěĪƸĪƫƸĪģ¼ŊĪƣĪłżƣĪ܉ƸŊĪģĪĜŏƫŏżŲżł
ƸŊĪǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃƫƸƣǀĜƸǀƣĪƣĪŃÿƣģŏŲŃŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸ܉ĜżŧŧÿƸĪƣÿŧƫ܉ĜżǜĪŲÿŲƸƫ܉ÿŰżƣƸŏƫÿƸŏżŲ܉ĪƸĜŊÿƫƸż
ěĪÿƸÿƣŰܹƫŧĪŲŃƸŊSŲżƣģĪƣƸżĪǢÿŰŏŲĪƸŊĪŰÿƣŤĪƸĜżŲłżƣŰŏƸǣ܉ƸŊĪܠǀƠƫŏģĪܡĜŊÿŲĜĪƫÿŲģ
ܠģżǝŲƫŏģĪܡƣŏƫŤƫżłƸŊĪĜÿƠŏƸÿŧŏŲǜĪƫƸŰĪŲƸÿƣĪĜƣŏƸŏĜÿŧŧǣƣĪǜŏĪǝĪģSłŲĪŏƸŊĪƣƸŊĪƫÿłĪŊÿǜĪŲ
approach according to Circular Letter 6/1997 shows conclusive results nor a concrete thirdƠÿƣƸǣĜżŰƠÿƣŏƫżŲƣĪŃÿƣģŏŲŃƸŊĪƠżƸĪŲƸŏÿŧĜƣĪģŏƸǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃŏƫÿǜÿŏŧÿěŧĪ܉ƸŊĪłżŧŧżǝŏŲŃƫƸĪƠƫ
ŰÿǣģĪƠŏĜƸƸŊĪƠƣżĜĪģǀƣĪƣĪŃÿƣģŏŲŃƸŊĪģĪƸĪƣŰŏŲÿƸŏżŲżłƸŊĪŰÿƣŤĪƸĜżŲłżƣŰŏƸǣżłƸŊĪƸĪƫƸĪģ
ǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃƫƸƣǀĜƸǀƣĪ܈41
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See section 2.1.5.
See Rundschreiben SFTA, 31 January 2019 (Swiss franc nominated loans) and 1 February 2019 (other currencies
nominated loans).
®ĪĪ܉ÿŧƫżłżƣƸŊĪżƸŊĪƣżƠƸŏżŲƫ¦܉ƇŊŏ'܉ÿƫǜĪƣģĪĜŤƸĪ/ŏŃĪŲŤÿƠŏƸÿŧŏŰ®ƸĪǀĪƣƣĪĜŊƸ܉ƠڑڔڎĪƸƫĪƢܔ£ƣǆŧŏƫÿǀĪƣܕr
'ŏĪƸƫĜŊŏ܉fżŰŰĪŲƸÿƣǭǀŰǀŲģĪƫŃĪƫĪƸǭǆěĪƣģŏĪģŏƣĪŤƸĪǀŲģĪƫƫƸĪǀĪƣ܉ÿƫĪŧ܉ړڍڌڎÿƣƸڑڒޢڑڒĪƸƫĪƢ
See BGer 15 January 2018 (2C_443/2017), E. 4.3.
®ĪĪ¦ƇŊŏ'܉ÿƫǜĪƣģĪĜŤƸĪ/ŏŃĪŲŤÿƠŏƸÿŧŏŰ®ƸĪǀĪƣƣĪĜŊƸ܉Ơڑڔڎ
See Modigliani/Miller, The Cost of Capital, Corporation Finance and the Theory of Investment, in: American
/ĜżŲżŰŏĜ¦ĪǜŏĪǝ܉dǀŲĪ܉ڔڑڕڍƠڍڒڎĪƸƫĪƢܔßżŲàǣƫżĜŤŏ܉ðǀƣFƣÿŃĪģĪƣÿŲŃĪŰĪƫƫĪŲĪŲ/ŏŃĪŲŰŏƸƸĪŧÿǀƫƫƸÿƸƸǀŲŃ
ÿǀƫěĪƸƣŏĪěƫǝŏƣƸƫĜŊÿǽƸŧŏĜŊĪƣ®ŏĜŊƸ܉ŏŲ܈àǣƫżĜŤŏܕNƇŊŲܶ܉FƣĪŰģǿŲÿŲǭŏĪƣǀŲŃܷǜżŲfÿƠŏƸÿŧŃĪƫĪŧŧƫĜŊÿǽƸĪŲģǀƣĜŊ
ŲƸĪŏŧƫĪŏŃŲĪƣ ܉rǆŲĜŊĪŲ  ڍ ܉ڎڔڕڍĪƸ ƫĪƢ ܔƫĪĪ ģĪƸÿŏŧĪģ żǜĪƣǜŏĪǝ ŏŲ ¦ ƇŊŏ' ܉ÿƫ ǜĪƣģĪĜŤƸĪ /ŏŃĪŲŤÿƠŏƸÿŧ ŏŰ
Steuerrecht, p. 21 et seq.
®ĪĪ¦ƇŊŏ'܉ÿƫǜĪƣģĪĜŤƸĪ/ŏŃĪŲŤÿƠŏƸÿŧŏŰ®ƸĪǀĪƣƣĪĜŊƸ܉ƠڍڔڎĪƸƫĪƢܔ£ƣǆŧŏƫÿǀĪƣܕr'ŏĪƸƫĜŊŏ܉fżŰŰĪŲƸÿƣǭǀŰ
ǀŲģĪƫŃĪƫĪƸǭǆěĪƣģŏĪģŏƣĪŤƸĪǀŲģĪƫƫƸĪǀĪƣ܉ÿƫĪŧ܉ړڍڌڎÿƣƸڍڒޢڑڒ

BÖHI & HONGLER
¼ ڍŊĪǿƣƫƸƫƸĪƠŏƫƸżģĪƸĪƣŰŏŲĪƸŊĪŰÿǢŏŰÿŧģĪěƸĜÿƠÿĜŏƸǣżłƸŊĪģĪěƸżƣܔ
¼ ڎŊĪƫĪĜżŲģƫƸĪƠŏƫƸżƸĪƫƸǝŏƸŊǜÿƣŏżǀƫŤĪǣǿŃǀƣĪƫǝŊĪƸŊĪƣƸŊĪģĪěƸǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃŏƫÿƸÿƣŰܹƫ
length: EBITDA-to-interest costs, debt-to-EBITDA, FCF-to-interest costs, FCF-to-debt,
ĜżŲƸƣÿĜƸǀÿŧƠÿǣěÿĜŤƠĪƣŏżģܫƸżܫF FܕģĪěƸ܉ģĪěƸܫƸżܫŧŏÿěŏŧŏƸŏĪƫ
This is, however, a transfer pricing driven approach that requires a certain expertise in this
ǿĪŧģěǀƸŰÿǣŊĪŧƠŏŲÿƣŃǀŏŲŃŏŲłÿǜżǀƣżłÿŊŏŃŊĪƣģĪěƸŧĪǜĪŧƸŊÿŲÿĜĜżƣģŏŲŃƸżƸŊĪ ŏƣĜǀŧÿƣ
Letter 6/1997. Such approach is, however, rather the exception as it is very common in practice
ƸżǀƫĪƸŊĪƫÿłĪŊÿǜĪŲŃǀŏģĪŧŏŲĪƫżƣƸżǿŲģÿŲżƸŊĪƣƠƣÿŃŰÿƸŏĜƫżŧǀƸŏżŲŏŲżƣģĪƣƸżĜÿŧĜǀŧÿƸĪ
the excessive interest payments.
2.1.6. Personal scope of thin capitalisation rules and relevant lenders

¼ŊĪ ŰĪŲƸŏżŲĪģ ƫÿłĪ ŊÿǜĪŲ ƣǀŧĪƫ ÿƠƠŧǣ ÿƠƠƣżƠƣŏÿƸĪŧǣ ܠÿƫ ÿ ǿƣƫƸ ƸƣŏÿŃĪ ܡƸż ƸŊĪ łżŧŧżǝŏŲŃ
ƸÿǢƠÿǣĪƣƫ܈SŲģǀƫƸƣŏÿŧĜżŰƠÿŲŏĪƫ܉ƣĪÿŧĪƫƸÿƸĪĜżŰƠÿŲŏĪƫ܉ŊĪÿģżǳǿĜĪĜżŰƠÿŲŏĪƫ܉ŏŲǜĪƫƸŰĪŲƸ
ŊżŧģŏŲŃƫÿŲģǿŲÿŲĜĪĜżŰƠÿŲŏĪƫ¼ŊĪ ŏƣĜǀŧÿƣhĪƸƸĪƣړڕڕڍܕڒģżĪƫ܉ŊżǝĪǜĪƣ܉ŲżƸÿƠƠŧǣƸż
ƸÿǢƠÿǣĪƣƫłƣżŰĜĪƣƸÿŏŲƫƠĪĜŏǿĜƫĪĜƸżƣƫܠŏĪěÿŲŤƫÿŲģŏŲƫǀƣÿŲĜĪĜżŰƠÿŲŏĪƫܡǝŊŏĜŊĜÿŲŲżƸěĪ
allocated to a certain class of the Circular Letter 6/1997 or have regulatory rules regarding their
capital base.42SŲłÿĜƸ܉ŰÿƣŤĪƸܫƸĪƫƸĪģŰĪƸŊżģƫżƣƣĪŃǀŧÿƸżƣǣŰżģĪŧƫƫŊżǀŧģŏŲģĪĪģżǜĪƣƣǀŧĪ
ƸŊĪ ŏƣĜǀŧÿƣhĪƸƸĪƣړڕڕڍܕڒÿŲģěĪŏŲŧŏŲĪǝŏƸŊƸŊĪܶƫǀěƫƸÿŲĜĪżǜĪƣłżƣŰܷÿƠƠƣżÿĜŊżłÿƣƸڑڒ
FDFT or art. 29a FTHA.
Not only Swiss companies but also Swiss cooperatives are subject to the thin capitalisation
rules, pursuant to art. 65 FDFT or art. 29a FTHA. The same applies to Swiss branches of nonSwiss entities.43 Moreover, the legal wording of art. 65 FDFT (and art. 29a FTHA) does not refer
to a particular class of lenders that would fall into the scope of the rules. Just a few cantonal
ƸÿǢŧÿǝƫƣĪłĪƣƸżܶƣĪŧÿƸĪģƠÿƣƸŏĪƫܷGŏǜĪŲƸŊĪƫǀěƫƸÿŲĜĪÿŲģƠǀƣƠżƫĪżłƸŊĪƣǀŧĪƫ܉ĪŏƸŊĪƣƸŊĪ
shareholder or related parties to the shareholder would qualify as potentially harmful
lenders. Third party lenders do not fall into the scope of the rules. However, SFTA stipulated
in the Circular Letter 6/1997 that third party debt secured by a related party could nevertheless
fall into the scope of the rules.44SŲƸŊĪŰĪÿŲƸŏŰĪƸŊŏƫǜŏĪǝŊÿƫŃĪŲĪƣÿŧŧǣěĪĪŲĜżŲǿƣŰĪģ
by the Swiss Supreme Court.45ŲżƸŊĪƣŤĪǣŏƫƫǀĪŏƫƸżģĪƸĪƣŰŏŲĪŏłƸŊĪƸŊŏƣģƠÿƣƸǣŊÿƫƫżŧĪŧǣ
ģĪěƸłǀŲģĪģƸŊÿŲŤƫƸżƸŊĪƫĪĜǀƣŏƸǣłƣżŰƸŊĪƫŊÿƣĪŊżŧģĪƣ܉ŏŲżƸŊĪƣǝżƣģƫŊÿƫƣĪƠŧÿĜĪģƸŊĪ
ƣĪƢǀŏƣĪģƫŊÿƣĪŊżŧģĪƣǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃ܉żƣŏłƸŊĪƫĪĜǀƣŏƸǣƠÿĜŤÿŃĪƣĪģǀĜĪƫƸŊĪƣŏƫŤŰÿƣŃŏŲżŲƸŊĪģĪěƸ
ǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃěǣƸŊĪƸŊŏƣģƠÿƣƸǣSŲƸŊĪŧÿƸƸĪƣĜÿƫĪƸŊĪƣĪƫŊżǀŧģěĪŲżƣżżŰłżƣÿƣĪܫĜŧÿƫƫŏǿĜÿƸŏżŲ
as this should not violate against the meaning of the thin capitalisation rules understood as
anti-avoidance rules. Harmful lenders are therefore either shareholders or related parties to
the shareholder.46 Other lenders, in particular independent third party lenders, should not
be considered as harmful lenders.
42
43

44
45

46

®ĪĪ¦ƇŊŏ'܉ÿƫǜĪƣģĪĜŤƸĪ/ŏŃĪŲŤÿƠŏƸÿŧŏŰ®ƸĪǀĪƣƣĪĜŊƸ܉ƠڎړڎĪƸƫĪƢ
®ĪĪ£ƣǆŧŏƫÿǀĪƣܕr'ŏĪƸƫĜŊŏ܉fżŰŰĪŲƸÿƣǭǀŰǀŲģĪƫŃĪƫĪƸǭǆěĪƣģŏĪģŏƣĪŤƸĪǀŲģĪƫƫƸĪǀĪƣ܉ÿƫĪŧ܉ړڍڌڎÿƣƸڑڒ
¦ܔڏړޢƇŊŏ'܉ÿƫǜĪƣģĪĜŤƸĪ/ŏŃĪŲŤÿƠŏƸÿŧŏŰ®ƸĪǀĪƣƣĪĜŊƸ܉ƠڕڕڍĪƸƫĪƢ
Circular Letter 6/1997, p. 2.
®ĪĪG/ڎڐڍSSܔڑڑڏłżƣÿģĪƸÿŏŧĪģģŏǳłĪƣĪŲƸŏÿƸŏżŲżłƸŊĪǜÿƣŏżǀƫƫĪĜǀƣŏƸǣĜżŲĜĪƠƸƫƫĪĪ¦ƇŊŏ'܉ÿƫǜĪƣģĪĜŤƸĪ
/ŏŃĪŲŤÿƠŏƸÿŧŏŰ®ƸĪǀĪƣƣĪĜŊƸ܉ƠڔڏڎĪƸƫĪƢ
®ĪĪGĪƣڍڏǀŃǀƫƸ܉ܡڎڍڌڎܕړړܗ ڎܠڎڍڌڎ/܉ڐڏŏŲǝŊŏĜŊƸŊĪ®ǝŏƫƫ®ǀƠƣĪŰĪ żǀƣƸĜżŲǿƣŰĪģƸŊÿƸƫǀěżƣģŏŲÿƸĪģ
debt from the shareholder, pursuant to art. 725 (2) Swiss Code of Obligations, does not by default re-qualify this
debt into deemed equity for tax purposes.
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SWITZERLAND
 ܓڗܓڑܓڒSŲƸĪƣƠƣĪƸÿƸŏżŲżłƸŊĪŧĪŃÿŧǝżƣģŏŲŃ

The afore-mentioned wording of article 65 FDFT, i.e. the Swiss thin capitalisation rule,
ŧĪÿǜĪƫƣżżŰłżƣŏŲƸĪƣƠƣĪƸÿƸŏżŲÿƫŏƸǀƫĪƫǀŲƫƠĪĜŏǿĜƸĪƣŰƫĜĜżƣģŏŲŃƸżƸŊĪǝżƣģŏŲŃżłƸŊĪ
ƠƣżǜŏƫŏżŲܞܶ܉ƸܟŊĪƸÿǢÿěŧĪŏŲĜżŰĪżłĜżƣƠżƣÿƸŏżŲƫÿŲģĜżżƠĪƣÿƸŏǜĪƫŏŲĜŧǀģĪƫƸŊżƫĪƠÿƣƸƫżł
interests on debt which belong to debt capital but have the economic meaning of equity
ĜÿƠŏƸÿŧܷ ¼ŊĪƣĪłżƣĪ, ƸŊĪ ģĪěƸ ǀŲģĪƣ ƫĜƣǀƸŏŲǣ ŲĪĪģƫ Ƹż ŊÿǜĪ ƸŊĪ ƣĪŧĪǜÿŲƸ ĪƢǀŏƸǣ ƫƠĪĜŏǿĜ
functions to justify a re-characterisation. This is quite a tough hurdle, and today’s language
of the applicable rules is also a clear deviation from the previous case law as developed by
the Swiss Supreme Court that was driven by a tax-avoidance approach and mainly focused
żŲƣĪÿŧĪƫƸÿƸĪĜżŰƠÿŲŏĪƫSŲƸŊĪƫĪĜÿƫĪƫ܉ƸŊĪŧĪǜĪŧżłģĪěƸǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃǝÿƫģĪĜŏƫŏǜĪÿŲģŲżƸ
ƸŊĪłǀŲĜƸŏżŲƫżłǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃŏŲƫƸƣǀŰĪŲƸƫÿƫƫǀĜŊ47 It is, however, our understanding, that for
the determination of the thin capitalisation, the questionable debt funding needs to have
the economical functions as quasi-equity to become re-characterised.48 Therefore, the basic
functions of the two capitalisation forms (debt or equity) should always be considered and the
level of debt-funding cannot solely be decisive. Only to the extent that the following elements
are cumulatively met, should a re-characterisation from debt into equity be permissible
under Swiss tax laws:49
 ڍtżƣĪŧĪǜÿŲƸĪĜżŲżŰŏĜģĪěƸĜÿƠŏƸÿŧłǀŲĜƸŏżŲƫŏƫŧĪǽƸ܉ÿŲģ
¼ ڎŊĪěǀƫŏŲĪƫƫƣŏƫŤżłƸŊĪĜƣĪģŏƸżƣŊÿƫƸżěĪĪƢǀÿŧƸżƸŊĪěǀƫŏŲĪƫƫƣŏƫŤżłƸŊĪĪƢǀŏƸǣƫƠżŲƫżƣ
The current practice of the authorities as outlined above is, however, infringing such an
understanding of the wording of the provision.
 ܓژܓڑܓڒ£żŧŏĜǣżǀƸŧżżŤ

As outlined above, the wording of article 65 FDFT (and article 29a FTHA) implies an economic
approach ܺܤƫǀěƫƸÿŲĜĪżǜĪƣłżƣŰܻ). The administrative practice in Circular Letter 6/1997 on the
żƸŊĪƣŊÿŲģŏƫěÿƫĪģżŲÿŲÿƫƫĪƸܕģĪěƸÿƠƠƣżÿĜŊÿƠƠŧǣŏŲŃÿܶłżƣŰżǜĪƣƫǀěƫƸÿŲĜĪܷ in the sense
that the economic functions are not of relevance. The latter approach is not compatible with
ƸŊĪŧĪŃÿŧĜżŲĜĪƠƸƸŊÿƸƣĪłĪƣƫƸżƸŊĪƢǀÿŧŏƸǣżłƸŊĪǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃŏŲƫƸƣǀŰĪŲƸ50 One aspect of the
latter approach is that in most cases it provides the tax payer with a feasible and transparent
ģŏǜŏƫŏżŲěĪƸǝĪĪŲģŏƫÿŧŧżǝĪģÿŲģÿŧŧżǝĪģǿŲÿŲĜŏŲŃƫƸƣǀĜƸǀƣĪƫ¼ŊŏƫŊżǝĪǜĪƣŏƫŲżƸŏŲŧŏŲĪ
with the wording of the law. Therefore, the abovementioned administrative practice is
according to our view not compliant with the law, especially not if the distribution of the
burden of proof is considered with the arm’s length principle. Therefore, de lege ferenda, either
an adjustment of the wording of article 65 FDFT (and article 29a FTHA) or an adjustment of
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See, for instance, BGE 90 I 217.
®ĪĪłżƣģĪƸÿŏŧĪģƣĪǜŏĪǝżłƸŊĪƠƣżǜŏƫŏżŲƫĪĪ¦ƇŊŏ'܉ÿƫǜĪƣģĪĜŤƸĪ/ŏŃĪŲŤÿƠŏƸÿŧŏŰ®ƸĪǀĪƣƣĪĜŊƸ܉ƠڑڒڎĪƸƫĪƢܔ
Hongler, hybride Finanzierungsinstrumente, 51 et seq.
®ĪĪ¦ƇŊŏ'܉ÿƫǜĪƣģĪĜŤƸĪ/ŏŃĪŲŤÿƠŏƸÿŧŏŰ®ƸĪǀĪƣƣĪĜŊƸ܉Ơܔڏڔڎ£ƣǆŧŏƫÿǀĪƣܕr'ŏĪƸƫĜŊŏ܉fżŰŰĪŲƸÿƣǭǀŰ
ǀŲģĪƫŃĪƫĪƸǭǆěĪƣģŏĪģŏƣĪŤƸĪǀŲģĪƫƫƸĪǀĪƣ܉ÿƫĪŧ܉ړڍڌڎÿƣƸڕڎޢڑڒ
However, see BGer 20 April 2017 (2C_814-815/2015), E. 8.1 in which the Swiss Supreme Court stated that the debt
ǝŊŏĜŊƢǀÿŧŏǿĪƫÿƫģĪĪŰĪģĪƢǀŏƸǣƣĪłĪƣƫƸżƸŊĪƸŊŏŲĜÿƠŏƸÿŧŏƫÿƸŏżŲܠżƣŏŃŏŲÿŧŏŲFƣĪŲĜŊܶ܈la part de capital étranger
économiquement assimilable au capital propre se réfère au capital propre dissimuléܷܡ
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the administrative practice to the wording of the law should be evaluated.51 If an adjustment
of the wording is considered, it might be an option to implement a recommended rule in
line with BEPS Action 4. However, recent indications by the competent Swiss governmental
bodies imply that the introduction of an interest limitation rule such as also suggested by
ÿƣƸŏĜŧĪڐżłƸŊĪ¼'܉ŏƫǀŲŧŏŤĪŧǣ
2.2. Tax consequences of thin capitalisation
2.2.1. Introduction

As outlined, Switzerland re-characterises excessive interests as non-deductible distributions
(i.e. deemed dividends or constructive dividends) on a permanent basis.52 This has tax
consequences discussed in the following paragraphs.
2.2.2. Corporate income taxes

Assuming that the debt funded by the related party is exceeding the debt capacity pursuant
to the aforementioned approach, in other words the Swiss company should be considered as
thinly capitalised, then the exceeding interest expenses will not be tax deductible at the level
of the Swiss company.53¼ŊĪĪǳłĪĜƸŏǜĪƸÿǢƣÿƸĪƫǜÿƣǣłƣżŰ ÿŲƸżŲƸż ÿŲƸżŲÿŲģÿƣĪĜǀƣƣĪŲƸŧǣ
between 12% and 24% (2018, including federal tax).
2.2.3. Withholding taxes

®ǝŏƸǭĪƣŧÿŲģŧĪǜŏĪƫބڑڏǝŏƸŊŊżŧģŏŲŃƸÿǢżŲģŏǜŏģĪŲģƫżłÿŲǣŤŏŲģ54 This also applies to nonrecognised interest expenses due to the application of the thin capitalisation rules. The
®F¼ŰǀƫƸƣĪĜĪŏǜĪƸŊĪƠÿǣŰĪŲƸÿŲģƸŊĪģĪĜŧÿƣÿƸŏżŲǝŏƸŊŏŲڌڏģÿǣƫÿǽƸĪƣŰÿƸǀƣŏƸǣżłƸŊĪ
deemed dividend.55 The issue is to determine the point in time of the maturity of a deemed
dividend. Without further evidence, the SFTA would argue that the maturity date is 30 days
ÿǽƸĪƣĜŧżƫŏŲŃżłƸŊĪǿŲÿŲĜŏÿŧƫƸÿƸĪŰĪŲƸƫFƣżŰƸŊŏƫƠżŏŲƸŏŲƸŏŰĪ܉ƸŊĪ®F¼ǝżǀŧģÿŧƫżŧĪǜǣ
ŧÿƸĪƠÿǣŰĪŲƸŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸżłބڑƠĪƣÿŲŲǀŰÿǽƸĪƣƫǀĜŊģÿƸĪ
The Swiss withholding tax has to be borne by the recipient of the taxable payment
(ultimate taxpayer).56 Switzerland usually applies a refund system for withholding tax levied
on dividends payments. This means that if withholding tax is due, a Swiss person liable for tax
51

52
53

54
55
56

®ĪĪ£NżŲŃŧĪƣ¦ܕƇŊŏ܉ÃŲƸĪƣŤÿƠŏƸÿŧŏƫŏĪƣǀŲŃżģĪƣǜĪƣģĪĜŤƸĪƫ/ŏŃĪŲŤÿƠŏƸÿŧܐ/ŏŲĪƣĪĜŊƸŧŏĜŊĪǀŲģƫƸĪǀĪƣƠżŧŏƸŏƫĜŊĪ
ŲÿŧǣƫĪģĪƣ®ĜŊǝĪŏǭĪƣ¦ĪĜŊƸƫƠƣÿǢŏƫǀŲƸĪƣěĪƫżŲģĪƣĪƣĪƣǆĜŤƫŏĜŊƸŏŃǀŲŃǜżŲ/£®ĜƸŏżŲ܉ڐF®Ƹ¦ڒڎڍ܉ڒڍڌڎĪƸƫĪƢܔ
ģŏƫƫĪŲƸŏŲŃżƠŏŲŏżŲ£ƣǆŧŏƫÿǀĪƣܕr'ŏĪƸƫĜŊŏ܉fżŰŰĪŲƸÿƣǭǀŰǀŲģĪƫŃĪƫĪƸǭǆěĪƣģŏĪģŏƣĪŤƸĪǀŲģĪƫƫƸĪǀĪƣ܉
Basel 2017, art. 65 § 39.
See s. 2.1.2.
See BGer 15 January 2018 (2C_443/2017), E. 4.3; BGer 10 August 2015 (2C_1108/2014), E. 2.3 in which the Swiss
®ǀƠƣĪŰĪ żǀƣƸĜżŲǿƣŰƫƸŊÿƸƸŊĪ®ǝŏƫƫĜżƣƠżƣÿƸĪƸÿǢģżĪƫŲżƸƣĪĜżŃŲŏƫĪÿĜżŲƫżŧŏģÿƸĪģÿƠƠƣżÿĜŊǝŊĪŲŏƸĜżŰĪƫ
to the determination of tax deductible interest rates.
Art. 4 (1) (b) in connection with art. 13 (1) (a) WTA.
Art. 16 (1) (c) WTA.
Art. 14 WTA.
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has to deduct and pay the full 35% tax even when a double tax treaty provides for a reduction
of the tax rate or even a 0% tax rate. In a context with a Swiss parent company owning at
ŧĪÿƫƸބڌڎŏŲƸŊĪ®ǝŏƫƫĜżŰƠÿŲǣģŏƫƸƣŏěǀƸŏŲŃÿģĪĪŰĪģģŏǜŏģĪŲģ܉ƸŊĪǀŲŏŧÿƸĪƣÿŧŲżƸŏǿĜÿƸŏżŲ
procedure should be granted by SFTA. Another issue results from the situation that if the
Swiss withholding tax was not borne by the recipient, then SFTA adjusts the tax basis (if the
ŲĪƸƠÿǣŰĪŲƸŏƫ܉ڌڌڍƸŊĪŲƸŊĪƸÿǢěÿƫŏƫŏƫܡܟڑڒ܄ڌڌڍܕڌڌڍܞڐڔڏڑڍÿŲģƸŊĪƸÿǢƣÿƸĪǝżǀŧģŏŲĜƣĪÿƫĪ
to 53.8% (35% on 153.84).
2.2.4. Capital taxes

Capital taxes are levied on the net equity of a tax payer and are only due on cantonal and
municipal level.57 The Federation does not levy capital taxes. The non-recognised debt will
be added to the tax basis for capital tax purposes. The tax rates vary from Canton to Canton
and are between 0.001% and 0.53% (2018).
2.2.5. Stamp duty

Based on a long-standing practice the SFTA does not levy one-time stamp duty of 1% on the
non-recognised debt as the stamp duty law foresees a formalistic approach. To the extent
that these loans would however be swapped into real equity, the 1% charge would be due
ǀŲŧĪƫƫÿǿŲÿŲĜŏÿŧƣĪƫƸƣǀĜƸǀƣŏŲŃĪǢĪŰƠƸŏżŲǝżǀŧģÿƠƠŧǣ58
2.3. Cross-border situations

Section 4 will outline the tax treatment of excessive interest payments in a cross-border
situation.
2.4. Limitations that disallow interest deductions without any re-characterisation

®ǝŏƸǭĪƣŧÿŲģ ģżĪƫ ŲżƸ ŤŲżǝ ÿŲǣ ƣǀŧĪƫ ģŏƫÿŧŧżǝŏŲŃ ŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸ ģĪģǀĜƸŏżŲƫ ǝŏƸŊżǀƸ ÿ ƣĪܫ
characterisation of such interests into dividends. Therefore, in all cases of excessive interest
payments, the authorities assume a constructive or deemed dividend payment triggering
the aforementioned tax consequences.

57
58
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Art. 29 et seq. FHTA.
®ĪĪÿƣƸܠܡڍܠڒŤܡżƣÿƣƸ'®ڎڍ
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3. Implementation of the BEPS Action 4 report
Switzerland has not introduced and has not intended to introduce an interest limitation
according to BEPS Action 4. Moreover, Switzerland as a non-EU member state is also not
forced to introduce any measure contained in the ATAD, in particular article 4 ATAD.

4. Domestic rules addressing foreign interest-limitation rules
In case an interest paid to a Swiss resident lender is not deductible due to the application of
łżƣĪŏŃŲŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸŧŏŰŏƸÿƸŏżŲƣǀŧĪƫ®܉ǝŏƸǭĪƣŧÿŲģģżĪƫŲżƸƠƣżǜŏģĪłżƣƫƠĪĜŏǿĜƣǀŧĪƫƸżŰŏƸŏŃÿƸĪ
ģżǀěŧĪƸÿǢÿƸŏżŲŏŲƫǀĜŊƫŏƸǀÿƸŏżŲ®ǝŏƸǭĪƣŧÿŲģǝżǀŧģŲżƸĜŊÿŲŃĪŏƸƫŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸĜŧÿƫƫŏǿĜÿƸŏżŲ
if a certain payment is not deductible abroad due to the application of interest limitation
rules. However, if it is proven that the interest was not considered to be at arm’s length, it
would be possible to amend the applicable interest rate if an agreement between states has
been reached through a mutual agreement procedure. Though, if the recipient is the parent
company of the borrower, the question occurs whether the Swiss participation relief would
be applicable on such excessive interest payments.59 The SFTA has published a practice in this
respect allowing the application of the participation relief if (i) the Swiss authorities would
ĜżŲĜŧǀģĪƸŊÿƸÿƣĪĜŧÿƫƫŏǿĜÿƸŏżŲǝżǀŧģÿŧƫżěĪšǀƫƸŏǿĪģłƣżŰÿ®ǝŏƫƫƠĪƣƫƠĪĜƸŏǜĪżƣܠŏŏܡƸŊÿƸÿ
mutual agreement procedure is at hand.60 Therefore, if the other state applies rules in line
with BEPS Action 4 and denies deduction, even though an individual interest payment would
be at arm’s length, then the Swiss participation relief would probably not be applicable in a
parent subsidiary relation.

5. Mutual agreement and other mechanisms for avoiding double
taxation
5.1. Before BEPS Action 4

ƫÿƠƣĪŧŏŰŏŲÿƣǣƣĪŰÿƣŤÿŲģÿƫŰĪŲƸŏżŲĪģÿěżǜĪ܉ŏƸŏƫŏŰƠżƣƸÿŲƸƸżŲżƸĪƸŊÿƸƸŊĪÿƠƠŧŏĜÿƸŏżŲ
żł ƸŊĪ ®ǝŏƫƫ ƸŊŏŲ ĜÿƠ ƣǀŧĪƫ ŧĪÿģƫ Ƹż ÿ ƣĪĜŧÿƫƫŏǿĜÿƸŏżŲ żł ƸŊĪ ŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸƫ ŏŲƸż ģŏǜŏģĪŲģƫ łżƣ
withholding tax purposes. Or to be more precise, the excessive interests are considered to be
deemed dividends and subject to withholding taxes in Switzerland. The question is whether
ƸŊĪƣĪĜŏƠŏĪŲƸĜżǀŧģÿƫŤłżƣÿłǀŧŧżƣƠÿƣƸŏÿŧǝŏƸŊŊżŧģŏŲŃƸÿǢƣĪłǀŲģ
First of all, it is important to note that for the determination of the recipient Switzerland
in general follows a direct attribution rule;61 i.e. the relation between the borrower and the
lender is decisive. Second, in order to answer this, it must be reviewed whether the recipient

59
60
61

See s. 2.1.2.
Circular Letter No 27, s. 2.4.1.
®ĪĪ®F¼hĪÿǵŧĪƸÿƫƣĪŃÿƣģƫƸŊĪģĪƸĪƣŰŏŲÿƸŏżŲżłƸŊĪƣĪĜŏƠŏĪŲƸłżƣǝŏƸŊŊżŧģŏŲŃƸÿǢƠǀƣƠżƫĪƫܠrĪƣŤěŧÿƸƸǭǀƣ
Bestimmung des Leistungsempfängers bei der Verrechnungssteuer), February 2001.
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has access to the protection of a tax treaty and, in particular, which treaty article would be
applicable.
It is the practice in Switzerland that such excessive interests qualifying as constructive
ģŏǜŏģĪŲģƫłżƣģżŰĪƫƸŏĜĜżƣƠżƣÿƸĪŏŲĜżŰĪÿŲģǝŏƸŊŊżŧģŏŲŃƸÿǢƠǀƣƠżƫĪƫÿƣĪÿŧƫżƢǀÿŧŏǿĪģ
as dividends for treaty purposes. This means that the dividend article and not the interest
article of a treaty applies. There is, however, no detailed discussion whether this is indeed
true or whether it seems more persuasive that such excessive interests are still interests for
treaty purposes.62ƫÿĜżŲƫĪƢǀĪŲĜĪ܉ŏłƸŊĪƠÿǣŰĪŲƸƫÿƣĪĜŧÿƫƫŏǿĪģÿƫģŏǜŏģĪŲģƫłżƣƸƣĪÿƸǣ
purposes, a full refund of Swiss withholding taxes is only possible if the lender is the parent
company of the borrower and if the treaty contains a 0% rate in the dividend article for intragroup situations; or e contrario, a full refund is not possible if the lender and the borrower are
sister companies.
®ǝŏƸǭĪƣŧÿŲģģżĪƫŲżƸŊÿǜĪƫƠĪĜŏǿĜĜƣżƫƫܫěżƣģĪƣŏŲƸĪƣĪƫƸܫŧŏŰŏƸÿƸŏżŲƣǀŧĪƫ¼ŊĪŰĪŲƸŏżŲĪģ
thin capitalisation rules apply notwithstanding the fact whether the lender is a resident
company in Switzerland or abroad. Such rules are also not discriminatory in the sense of
article 24 of the OECD-MC.
 ڎڑǽƸĪƣ/£®ĜƸŏżŲڐ

As mentioned above, Switzerland has not changed any rules or regulations due to BEPS
Action 4. There is currently also no legislative project in the pipeline. This is also true for
measures avoiding double taxation.

62
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For a more detailed analysis see P. Hongler, Hybride Finanzierungsinstrumente im nationalen und internationalen
Steuerrecht der Schweiz, Zurich 2012, p. 300 et seq. See also S. Oesterhelt / R. Heuberger, in: Kommentar zum
internationalen Steuerrecht, Basel 2015, art. 10 § 266b.
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